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Bomu Hospital is a not for profit registered and recognized non-governmental healthcare organization. It is a
project of Mkomani Clinic Society (MCS), an entity that came into existence in the late 70’s when a group of
citizens who were conscious of the dire lack of accessible, affordable health care services for the poor and
destitute, got together and established a small outpatient facility in the Mkomani area of Mombasa, Kenya.
In the last 40 years, the Society has grown, and so has its activities. Today, MCS operates the Bomu Hospital,
its flagship institution that is located in Changamwe, close to the Moi International Airport. The facility has
several health care programs that cater to the health care needs of the poor, malnourished and the HIV affected and afflicted.

BOMU HOSPITAL IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
FISTULA FOUNDATION
U.S AMBASSADOR’S VISIT TO BOMU HOSPITAL

Bomu has partnered with Fistula Foundation
since June 2014. The Fistula program offers free
corrective fistula surgeries to women in need.

Bomu Hospital had the pleasure of hosting the U.S
Ambassador, H. E. Amb. Robert Godec on 27th February 2018. The Ambassador took a tour of the facility
and expressed his gratitude towards the excellent services that Bomu provides.

U.S Ambassador to Kenya meets the Executive Director
Women receiving a health talk from a community health supervisor.
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WORLD TB DAY— “Be a leader for a TB free
generation”
Every year, Bomu Hospital participates in the
World TB day commemorated on 24th March.
This year, Bomu partnered with the Ministry of
Health to sensitize and screen employees at
their work place in Changamwe and Jomvu
Sub-County.
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Nutritional status analysis for quarter one

SEED AND FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTION
The seed and fertilizer distribution project is one of
the house-hold economic strengthening support
services offered under the OVC program.

Distribution of seeds and fertilizers at Bomu Medical
Centre Mariakani

Seed beneficiaries at Timboni undergoing training
on good crop production.
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SHELTER RENOVATION PROJECT

HIV EXPOSED INFANTS - GRADUATION

The OVC program supported selected households
with metal roofing sheets, poles for building walls,
and labour charges for the shelter renovation project. The remaining building material was provided
by the household.
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Mother-baby pair - HEI (HIV Exposed Infants)
graduation at Bomu Hospital & Satellite

Before the renovation

Renovation work in progress

Every month, a graduation ceremony is organized
for the HEI-mother pair in appreciation for their dedication towards better health. The pair is presented
with a gift hamper as a motivation for other such
pairs.

After the renovation
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GOODS & FOOD DRIVE ON 6TH JUNE
The function took place at Al-Walidayn in
Kwale County.
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Adolescents undergoing a counseling session in Timboni. They were taught on how to make healthy living and preventive choices in order to avoid stigma
in the society.

DONATION - IEC MATERIAL TO KENYA
FERRY SERVICES

Bomu provided two facilitators for voluntary and counseling services at Kenya Ferry for a period of two
months. In addition, it also provided other IEC materials as requested.
A proper criteria was put in place to ensure
that only the needy and deserving benefitted
from the project. Recipients were selected
through a collaborative agreement between
the CHVs and their team, eligibility was confirmed by the social workers who made verification visits to ascertain the needy.
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Children receiving food ration

OVC caregivers during a financial capability
training

Under the OVC (Orphan & Vulnerable Children)
carried out various activities such as Birth registration, Home visits, financial capability training and
vocational school fees payment, mattress distribution, drip irrigation, goat and cow rearing projects.

Happy OVC and their caregiver on a new mattress

Civil registrar staff issuing birth registration to
OVC - caregivers
Mattresses being distributed to OVC caregivers
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In the month of August, we had our signature
Youth Fun Day at the main facility as well as
other branches. Youths were given gifts &
snack packs, various activities took place and
the best performers were awarded gifts.

Families receiving mattresses
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Drip Irrigation project under OVC
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EDUCATION SUPPORT
A retreat for Community Health Workers (CHW)
was organized at Wild Waters. Gifts in form of bag
packs & Bata shoe vouchers were given in appreciation for their hard work.

The program provided vocational start up kits to 24
OVC who undertook different courses. These will
act as business start ups upon completion of their
training which will help create employment for
themselves and their peers.
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Khaki Bag project aims to empower OVC caregivers to improve their household economic status.
A vocational training on tailoring was conducted and all required items were provided.

72 OVC caregivers received a training on how to
make Khakhi bags.
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CME—AT BOMU LIKONI BRANCH

Bomu in partnership with Smile Train
It is the little gifts of service and kindness that
makes the most difference. Nothing like seeing a
child smile.

Continuous Medical Education (CME) was organized at Bomu Likoni branch. Several people
benefited from this exercise.
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Children registered for cleft surgeries under the Smile
Train Program

All smiles following successful cleft surgeries
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BOMU IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

BREAST CANCER AWARNESS
Bomu Hospital held a breast cancer screening day
where all women who attended were given a free
screening & examination, health talk was conducted
on self examination techniques.

FISTULA FOUNDATION
The week long camp started with a training session whereby 11 clinical staff from three Counties were first trained on how to perform physical screening. Later, patients were screened
and those eligible were admitted
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booked
for theatre.

Registration of patients
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OVC PROGRAM - ECONOMIC STRENGHTENING

OVC CAREGIVERS

Kiondo Bead project was conducted where
78 OVC care givers were trained. A market
research to establish viability of using the
skills and opportunities was done with assurance of profitable income.

Appreciating OVC care givers for performing
exemplary household economic strengthening projects initiated by Bomu Hospital over
the past year.
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MARKING WORLD DIABETES DAY

Free blood sugar testing was conducted for
one day at the hospital.
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